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Abstract

When reading stories, people can naturally001
identify sentences in which a new event starts,002
i.e., event boundaries, using their knowledge003
of how events typically unfold, but a compu-004
tational model to detect event boundaries is005
not yet available. We characterize and detect006
sentences with expected or surprising event007
boundaries in an annotated corpus of short008
diary-like stories, using a model that combines009
commonsense knowledge and narrative flow010
features with a RoBERTa classifier. Our re-011
sults show that, while commonsense and nar-012
rative features can help improve performance013
overall, detecting event boundaries that are014
more subjective remains challenging for our015
model. We also find that sentences marking016
surprising event boundaries are less likely to017
be causally related to the preceding sentence,018
but are more likely to express emotional re-019
actions of story characters, compared to sen-020
tences with no event boundary.021

1 Introduction022

When people read stories, they can easily detect023

the start of new events through changes in cir-024

cumstances or in narrative development, i.e., event025

boundaries (Zacks et al., 2007; Bruni et al., 2014;026

Foster and Keane, 2015; Jafarpour et al., 2019b).027

These event boundaries can be expected or surpris-028

ing. For example, in the story in Figure 1 based029

on crowdsourced annotation, “getting along with a030

dog who does not generally like new people" marks031

a surprising new event, while “their playing fetch032

together for a long time" is an expected new event.033

We aim to study whether machines can detect034

these surprising or expected event boundaries, us-035

ing commonsense knowledge and narrative flow036

features. Characterizing features that are infor-037

mative in detecting event boundaries can help de-038

termine how humans apply expectations on event039

relationships (Schank and Abelson, 1977; Kurby040

and Zacks, 2009; Radvansky et al., 2014; Ünal041

Figure 1: Example story with sentences that contain
either a surprising event boundary, no event boundary
or an expected event boundary respectively. The anno-
tations of reader perception are from the Hippocorpus
dataset (Sap et al., 2022).

et al., 2019; Zacks, 2020). Furthermore, detection 042

of sentences with event boundaries can also be use- 043

ful when generating engaging stories with a good 044

amount of surprises. (Yao et al., 2019; Rashkin 045

et al., 2020; Ghazarian et al., 2021). 046

To differentiate sentences with surprising event 047

boundaries, expected event boundaries, and no 048

event boundaries, we train a classifier using 3925 049

story sentences with human annotation of event 050

boundaries from diary-like stories about people’s 051

everyday lives (Sap et al., 2022). We extract var- 052

ious commonsense and narrative features on re- 053

lationships between sentences of a story, which 054

can predict the type of event boundaries. Com- 055

monsense features include the likelihood that ad- 056

jacent sentences are linked by commonsense rela- 057

tions from the knowledge graphs Atomic (Sap et al., 058

2019a) and Glucose (Mostafazadeh et al., 2020). 059

Narrative features include Realis (Sims et al., 2019) 060

that identifies the number of event-related words in 061

a sentence, Sequentiality (Radford et al., 2019; Sap 062

et al., 2022) based on the probability of generating 063

a sentence with varying context and SimGen (Ros- 064

set, 2020), which measures the similarity between 065

a sentence and the sentence that is most likely to 066
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be generated given the previous sentence. We then067

combine the prediction based on these features with068

the prediction from a RoBERTa classifier (Liu et al.,069

2019), to form overall predictions.070

We evaluate the performance of the classification071

model by measuring F1 of the predictions and com-072

pare various configurations of the model to a base-073

line RoBERTa model. We find that integrating nar-074

rative and commonsense features with RoBERTa075

leads to a significant improvement (+2.2% F1) over076

a simple RoBERTa classifier. There are also in-077

dividual differences on the subjective judgment078

of which sentences contain a surprising or an ex-079

pected event boundary, that is reflected in the detec-080

tion model’s performance. The performance of our081

model increases with increasing agreement across082

the human annotators. Additionally, by interpreting083

the trained parameters of our model, we find that084

the absence of causal links between sentences is a085

strong predictor of surprising event boundaries.086

To further analyze how surprising event bound-087

aries relate to deviation from commonsense un-088

derstanding, we compare the performance of the089

classification model on the related task of ROC090

Story Cloze Test (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016). This091

task concerns whether the ending sentence of a092

story follows/violates commonsense based on ear-093

lier sentences, which can be linked to whether094

sentences are expected or surprising. Our model095

performs significantly higher on the ROC Story096

Cloze Test (87.9% F1 vs 78.0% F1 on our task),097

showing that surprising event boundaries go be-098

yond merely violating commonsense and therefore099

can be seen as more challenging to detect. Together,100

our results suggests that while detecting surprising101

event boundaries remains a challenging task for102

machines, a promising direction lies in utilizing103

commonsense knowledge and narrative features to104

augment language models.105

2 Event Boundary Detection Task106

Events have been widely studied in Natural Lan-107

guage Processing. They have often been repre-108

sented in highly structured formats with word-109

specific triggers and arguments (Walker et al., 2006;110

Li et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2017; Sims et al., 2019;111

Mostafazadeh et al., 2020; Ahmad et al., 2021)112

or as Subject-Verb-Object-style (SVO) tuples ex-113

tracted from syntactic parses (Chambers and Ju-114

rafsky, 2008; Martin et al., 2018; Rashkin et al.,115

2018; Sap et al., 2019a). In narratives, events116

are represented as a continuous flow with multiple 117

boundaries marking new events (Zacks et al., 2007; 118

Graesser et al., 1981; Kurby and Zacks, 2008; Za- 119

cks, 2020); however, we lack a model to detect the 120

boundary events that mark the meaningful segmen- 121

tation of a continuous story into discrete events. 122

In this work, we study stories from a cognitive 123

angle to detect event boundaries. Such event bound- 124

aries relate to our narrative schema understanding 125

(Schank and Abelson, 1977; Chambers and Juraf- 126

sky, 2008; Ryan, 2010), commonsense knowledge 127

(Sap et al., 2019a; Mostafazadeh et al., 2020) and 128

world knowledge (Nematzadeh et al., 2018; Bisk 129

et al., 2020). Event boundaries can be surprising or 130

expected based on the knowledge of how a flow of 131

events should unfold. For example, events can be 132

surprising when they deviate from commonsense in 133

terms of what people would predict (e.g., if some- 134

one won something, they should not be sad; Sap 135

et al., 2019a). Surprising events can also be low 136

likelihood events (Foster and Keane, 2015) such as 137

seeing someone wear shorts outside in winter, or 138

due to a rapid shift in emotional valence between 139

events (Wilson and Gilbert, 2008) such as seeing 140

a protagonist being defeated. Importantly, there 141

are individual differences in how humans segment 142

narratives into events (Jafarpour et al., 2019a). 143

We tackle event boundary detection as a three- 144

way classification task that involves distinguishing 145

surprising but plausible event boundaries in story 146

sentences from expected event boundaries and no 147

event boundaries. To mirror how humans read sto- 148

ries, we predict the event boundary label for a sen- 149

tence using all of its preceding sentences in the 150

story, as well as the general story topic as context. 151

Surprising event boundaries are novel events that 152

are unexpected given their context, such as a dog 153

getting along with someone despite not typically 154

liking new people. Expected event boundaries are 155

novel events that are not surprising, such as a per- 156

son playing a new game with a dog for a long time 157

given that they like each other. In contrast, sen- 158

tences with no event boundary typically continue 159

or elaborate on the preceding event, such as a per- 160

son liking a dog given that they get along with the 161

dog (Figure 1). 162

3 Event-annotated Data 163

We use the event-annotated sentences from stories 164

in the Hippocorpus dataset to study event bound- 165

aries. This dataset contains 240 diary-like sto- 166
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Majority label #Samples (%) % majority
agreement (std)

No event 2255 (57.5) 68.1 (13.9)
Expected 650 (16.6) 58.8 (10.6)
Surprising 509 (13.0) 61.7 (11.9)
Tied 511 (13.0) 41.1 (5.7)

Total 3925 (100) 62.2 (15.2)

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Event-Annotated sen-
tences. Majority label refers to the most common anno-
tation of a sample from 8 independent annotators. If
there is a tie between 2 labels, it is categorized as tied.
Majority agreement is the proportion of sample annota-
tions for the majority label.

ries about everyday life experiences, which anno-167

tated at the sentence level (Sap et al., 2022). Sto-168

ries were inspected for the absence of offensive169

or person-identifying content. For the annotation,170

eight crowdworkers were shown a story sentence by171

sentence and were asked to mark whether each sen-172

tence contained a new surprising or expected event173

boundary, or no event boundary at all, based on174

their subjective judgment (Sap et al., 2022). Sum-175

marized in Table 1, based on the majoritarian vote,176

most sentences (57.5%) contain no event bound-177

aries while 16.6% and 13.0% of sentences contains178

expected and surprising event boundaries, respec-179

tively.180

Due to the inherent subjectivity of the task, ag-181

gregating labels into a majority label yields low182

agreement (e.g., 61.7% for surprising event bound-183

aries; Table 1). Therefore, at training time, we use184

the proportion of annotations for each event bound-185

ary type as the label instead of the majority vote,186

because such distributional information is a better187

reflection of the inherent disagreement among hu-188

man judgements (Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019).189

At test time, we use the majority vote as a gold190

label, since measuring performance on distribution191

modelling is less intuitive to interpret, and sub-192

sequently break down performance by agreement193

level to take disagreements into account.194

4 Event Boundary Detection Model195

We first describe informative commonsense and196

narrative features that we extract for the event197

boundary detection model. Then, we describe how198

we integrate these features with a RoBERTa classi-199

fier in our model before detailing our experimental200

setup. Figure 2 depicts an overview of our model.201

4.1 Features 202

We select a collection of commonsense features 203

(Atomic and Glucose relations) and narrative flow 204

features (Realis, Sequentiality and SimGen). A 205

model is trained separately from our main model 206

for Atomic relations, Glucose relations and Re- 207

alis while models for Sequentiality and SimGen 208

are used without further training. Features of 209

story sentences are extracted as input into the main 210

model. Because language modelling alone might 211

not be sufficient to learn such features (Gordon 212

and Van Durme, 2013; Sap et al., 2019a), we pro- 213

vide the extracted features to the model instead 214

of relying on the language models to learn them 215

implicitly. 216

Atomic relations are event relations from a so- 217

cial commonsense knowledge graph containing nu- 218

merous events that can be related to one another 219

(Sap et al., 2019a). The event relations in this graph 220

consists of: 221

Emotional Reaction, 222

The Effect of an event, 223

Want to do after the event, 224

What Needs to be done before an event, 225

The Intention to do a certain event, 226

What Attributes an event expresses. 227

When an event affects the subject, the feature name 228

is preceded by an x, while if it affects others, 229

it has an o. For example, an xWant of a sen- 230

tence PersonX pays PersonY a compliment is that 231

PersonX will want to chat with PersonY, and an 232

oWant is that PersonY will compliment PersonX 233

back. We use Atomic relations because surprising 234

event boundaries can involve breaches of common- 235

sense understanding (Bosselut et al., 2019; Sap 236

et al., 2019a; Mostafazadeh et al., 2020; Gabriel 237

et al., 2021). Furthermore, some Atomic relations 238

(xReact and oReact) concern emotional affect 239

and therefore can be used to capture changes in 240

emotional valence, which can cause events to be 241

seen as surprising (Wilson and Gilbert, 2008). 242

We train an Atomic relation classifier using a 243

RoBERTa-base model (Liu et al., 2019) to classify 244

event-pairs into one of the nine possible relation- 245

ship labels as well as a None label (to introduce 246

negative samples). We achieved a validation F1 of 247

77.15%, which is high for a 10-way classification 248

task. We describe training and other experimental 249

details in the Appendix. When making inferences 250

on the event-annotated dataset, we predict the like- 251

lihood that a preceding sentence in a story will be 252
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Figure 2: (Left) Our model involves a GRU to combine features from sentence pairs with three feature encoding
modes, RoBERTa to consider story sentences and Event Boundary Detector to combine predictions made by
the two components. Sn and Fn refer to sentence n and features n respectively, while PG and PR are predictions
made by the GRU and RoBERTa. The output is a probability distribution over no event boundary, expected event
boundary and surprising event boundary, which is used to update model parameters together with the label using
the Kullback-Leibler Divergence loss function. (Right) Features (Atomic, Glucose, Realis, Sequentiality and
SimGen) can be extracted as input into the GRU in three feature encoding modes: SEQUENTIAL (shown in Model
Overview), ALLTOCURRENT and PREVIOUSONLY.

related to the current sentence via each of the nine253

relationship label. Because Atomic relations are254

directed relations (e.g., I ate some cake xEffect255

I am full is different from I am full xEffect I256

ate some cake), we also made the reverse infer-257

ence in case commonsense relations between sen-258

tences exist in the reverse direction. Together, 9259

forward atomic relation features and 9 reverse fea-260

tures (marked with’-r’) are used.261

Glucose relations are event relations from an-262

other commonsense knowledge dataset contain-263

ing relations between event-pairs in 10 dimensions264

(Mostafazadeh et al., 2020). Glucose relation fea-265

tures are used to complement Atomic relation fea-266

tures in its coverage of commonsense relations.267

Dim-1 to 5 are described below while Dim-6 to 10268

are the reverse/passive form of Dim-1 to 5 respec-269

tively.270

Dim-1: Event that causes/enables271

Dim-2: Emotion/human drive that motivates272

Dim-3: Change in location that enables273

Dim-4: State of possession that enables274

Dim-5: Other attribute that enables275

Glucose relation classifier was trained on a276

RoBERTa-base model to classify event-pairs from277

its annotated dataset into one of ten possible rela-278

tion labels as well as a None label. We used the279

specific version of Glucose events represented in280

natural language. As a result, we achieved a valida-281

tion F1 of 80.94%. Training and other experimental282

details are in the Appendix. During inference on 283

the Event-annotated dataset, we predict and use 284

as features the likelihood that the current sentence 285

will be related to a preceding sentence via each 286

relation label. 287

Realis events are words that serve as triggers (i.e., 288

head words) for structured event representations 289

(Sims et al., 2019). Realis event words denote 290

concrete events that actually happened, meaning 291

that a higher number of Realis event words sug- 292

gests greater likelihood of the sentence containing 293

a new event boundary (expected or surprising). We 294

trained a BERT-base model (Devlin et al., 2019) 295

on an annotated corpus of literary novel extracts 296

(Sims et al., 2019). We achieved a validation F1 297

of 81.85%, inspired by and on par with Sap et al. 298

(2020). Then, we use the trained model to make 299

inference on story sentences in the Event-annotated 300

dataset. Finally, we used the number of Realis 301

words in each sentence as a feature. Training and 302

other experimental details are in the Appendix. 303

Sequentiality is a measure of the difference in 304

conditional negative log-likelihood of generating 305

a sentence given the previous sentence or other- 306

wise (Sap et al., 2020, 2022). Sequentiality can be 307

a predictor for unlikely events, which can cause 308

surprise (Foster and Keane, 2015). We use GPT-2 309

(Radford et al., 2019) to measure this negative log- 310

likelihood since it is a Left-to-Right model, which 311
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matches the order in which annotators were shown312

sentences in a story. NLL of each sentence was313

obtained in two different contexts. NLL_topic314

is based on the sentence alone with only the topic315

as prior context, while NLL_topic+prev uses316

the previous sentence as additional context to317

study the link between adjacent sentences. Finally,318

Sequentiality is obtained by taking their dif-319

ference. Experimental details are in the Appendix.320

NLLtopic = −
1

|si|
log pLM (si | Topic)321

NLLtopic+prev = − 1

|si|
log pLM (si | Topic, si−1)322

SimGen is computed as the cosine similarity be-323

tween each sentence and the most likely gener-324

ated sentence given the previous sentence, under325

a large Left-to-Right language model (specifically,326

Turing-NLG; Rosset, 2020). Then, we separately327

converted the original sentence and generated sen-328

tence into sentence embeddings using a pre-trained329

MPnet-base model (Song et al., 2020). Finally, the330

generated embeddings and the original embeddings331

are compared for cosine similarity, which is used as332

a feature. Experimental details are in the Appendix.333

4.2 Model Architecture334

We propose a model to integrate feature-based pre-335

diction with language-based prediction of event336

boundaries, illustrated in Figure 2 (left). The pre-337

dictions are independently made with extracted fea-338

tures using a gated recurrent unit (GRU) and with339

language (i.e., story sentences) using RoBERTa.340

Then these predictions are combined into a final341

predicted distribution for the three types of event342

boundaries. Our model is then trained using the343

Kullback-Leibler Divergence loss.344

GRU is used to combine features relating the cur-345

rent sentence i to prior sentences in a story. It se-346

quentially considers information concerning prior347

sentences, which mimics the annotator’s procedure348

of identifying event boundaries as they read one349

sentence at the time. As seen in Figure 2 (right),350

we use three feature encoding modes to determine351

the features that are used as input into the GRU, as352

inspired by literature on event segmentation (Petti-353

john and Radvansky, 2016; Baldassano et al., 2018;354

Zacks, 2020). These three modes represents differ-355

ent ways of facilitating information flow between356

sentences, which can have distinct effects on iden-357

tifying event boundaries.358

The first mode, SEQUENTIAL, encodes features 359

from all previous sentences in the story in a re- 360

current way (1 to 2, 2 to 3 ... i − 1 to i) up until 361

the current sentence i. The second mode, ALL- 362

TOCURRENT, uses features from each of the previ- 363

ous sentences to the current sentence i (1 to i, 2 to 364

i ... i− 1 to i). The third mode, PREVIOUSONLY, 365

(i − 1 to i) only feeds into the GRU the features 366

relating to the previous sentence. For all modes, the 367

dimension of each time step input is KG, represent- 368

ing the total number of distinct features. We then 369

project the final output of the GRU, hG ∈ RKG , 370

into a 3-dimensional vector space representing the 371

unnormalized probability distribution over event 372

boundary types. 373

RoBERTa is used to make predictions based on 374

text in story sentences. We use all story sentences 375

up to sentence i inclusive. We then project the 376

hidden state of the first token, hR ∈ RKR , into a 3- 377

dimensional space representing the unnormalized 378

probability distribution over event boundary types. 379

Combining predictions We combine predic- 380

tions made by the GRU (PG) and RoBERTa (PR) 381

by concatenating their predictions and multiplying 382

it with a linear classifier of size (6, 3) to output 383

logits of size (3). The logits are then normalized 384

using Softmax to give a distribution of the three 385

types of event boundaries (P ). The weights of the 386

linear classifier are initialized by concatenating two 387

identity matrix of size 3 (I3), which serves to per- 388

form elementwise addition between the predictions 389

of the GRU and RoBERTa at early stages of the 390

training process. 391

W := [I3; I3] (1) 392

393

P := Softmax(W ([PG;PR])) (2) 394

Loss function We use the Kullback-Leibler Di- 395

vergence loss function to train the model. We use 396

it over the standard Cross Entropy loss function 397

because our training targets are in the form: propor- 398

tion of annotations for each type of event boundary 399

(e.g., 0.75, 0.125, 0.125 for no event, expected 400

and surprising respectively). Including such dis- 401

tributional information in our training targets over 402

using the majority annotation only can reflect the 403

inherent disagreement among human judgements 404

(Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019), which is impor- 405

tant to capture for event boundaries given that they 406

are subjective judgements. 407
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4.3 Experimental setup408

We seek to predict the event-boundary annotation409

for each Hippocorpus story sentence, using pre-410

ceding sentences in the story as context, as shown411

in Figure 2. Additional training and experimental412

details are available in the Appendix.413

K-fold Cross-validation Because of the limited414

size of the dataset (n=3925), we split the dataset415

in k-folds (k=10), using one fold (n=392) for val-416

idation and nine other folds combined for train-417

ing. From each of the 10 models, we obtained418

the prediction for the validation set. Together, the419

validation sets for the 10 models combine to form420

predictions for the entire dataset, which we use to421

conduct significance testing in order to compare422

the performance of models.423

GRU was accessed from PyTorch, with KG set424

to 33 and a hidden dimension of 33.425

RoBERTa RoBERTa-base-uncased was used, ac-426

cessed from HuggingFace Transformers library427

(with 12-layer, 768-hidden (KR), 12-heads, 110M428

parameters, 0.1 dropout). When more than 10 prior429

sentences are available in a story, we use only the430

most recent 10 sentences due to RoBERTa input431

sequence length limitations.432

Evaluation Metrics While capturing distribu-433

tional information of subjective judgement labels434

(Pavlick and Kwiatkowski, 2019) is important for435

training, it can also be difficult to interpret for eval-436

uation. Therefore, we decided to predict for the437

most likely label during evaluation and compare it438

against the majority label for each sample. Some439

samples do not have a single majority label (e.g.,440

equal number of expected and surprising annota-441

tions) and these samples were excluded. We use442

micro-averaged F1 as the metric.443

5 Results and Discussion444

We first quantify the performance of our model in445

detecting event boundaries, using a coarse-grained446

performance measure on F1 with respect to major-447

ity vote. Then, we investigate how the performance448

varies based on annotation subjectivity. Finally, we449

inspect the model parameters to identify common-450

sense and narrative features that are most informa-451

tive in detecting event boundaries.452

Improving prediction of event boundaries As453

seen in Table 2, RoBERTa alone performs fairly454

overall no event expected surprising
F1 F1 F1 F1

Event Detector
(w RoBERTa)
- PREVIOUSONLY* 78.0 87.2 60.0 59.7
- SEQUENTIAL 77.3 86.6 57.5 60.5
- ALLTOCURRENT 76.9 86.3 57.5 59.7

RoBERTa 75.8 86.2 55.8 54.3

Event Detector
(w/o RoBERTa)
- ALLTOCURRENT 63.9 81.8 32.3 24.8
- SEQUENTIAL 63.8 82.1 34.6 19.5
- PREVIOUSONLY 63.4 81.8 31.8 21.2

Table 2: Event detection task: Performance of Event
Detector compared to baseline model. *: significant
difference from RoBERTa based on McNemar’s test (p
<0.05)

well in predicting event boundaries (F1 = 75.8%, 455

within 2.2% F1 of our best performing model), 456

but can be further supported by our commonsense 457

and narrative features to improve its performance. 458

In contrast, the commonsense and narrative fea- 459

tures alone do not perform as well.1 Overall, 460

our best performing set-up is the Event Detector 461

(PREVIOUSONLY) with F1 = 78.0%, which is sig- 462

nificantly different from RoBERTa alone based on 463

McNemar’s test (p <0.05). 2 Its overall strong 464

performance is largely contributed by its strong 465

performance in detecting no event boundaries and 466

expected event boundaries. F1 for no event bound- 467

ary is higher than for both surprising and expected 468

event boundaries, likely because there are more sen- 469

tences with no event boundaries as seen in Table 1. 470

The PREVIOUSONLY configuration performs best 471

for no event boundaries and expected event bound- 472

aries likely because determining whether the cur- 473

rent sentence continues an expected event (or not) 474

requires retaining the latest information in work- 475

ing memory (Jafarpour et al., 2019a). However, 476

the SEQUENTIAL configuration seems to perform 477

the best in predicting surprising event boundaries. 478

Compared to no/expected event boundaries, we 479

hypothesize that predicting surprising event bound- 480

aries requires taking into account how the story 481

developed prior to the previous sentence in set- 482

ting up the context for the current sentence. This 483

1We also increased learning rate to 1e-3 for better per-
formance given the absence of RoBERTa predictions in this
ablation set-up

2McNemar’s test is used to determine whether samples
that have been predicted accurately (or not) by one model
overlap with those that have predicted accurately (or not) by
another model
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Figure 3: F1 by Event Detector (PREVIOUSONLY)
against majority agreement, on all 10 folds. * means
that Pearson’s r is significant at p < 0.05 and ** at p <
0.001.

finding echoes results by Townsend (2018) that484

showed that surprising sentences take long time to485

read because it requires changing our mental model486

formed from previous sentences.487

F1 varies with majority agreement Since the488

annotations were subjective and did not always489

agree, we further examine our best model’s per-490

formance (PREVIOUSONLY) with respect to an-491

notation agreement. As shown in Figure 3, F1492

increases with majority label agreement (Pearson’s493

r = 0.953, p < 0.05). Such positive correlations494

are observed across all event boundary labels (Pear-495

son’s r = 0.869-0.994) and is especially strong for496

surprising event boundaries (Pearson’s r = 0.994,497

p < 0.001). This means that most errors are made498

on samples that have low agreement among anno-499

tators. For example to show this contrast, after500

“She and I are very close so it was great to see her501

marrying someone she loves," 7 out of 8 annotators502

indicated that “The most memorable moment was503

when I spilled champagne on my dress before the504

wedding" was surprising. On the other hand, after505

“It was a hot day in July that our community de-506

cided to paint a mural on an intersection for public507

art,” only 4 out of 8 annotators indicated that “I had508

decided to volunteer to help paint." was surprising.509

The results suggest that our model performance510

reflects the variability and agreements in humans511

annotations of event boundaries. We hypothesize512

that the event boundaries with more agreement are513

based on features that are shared across the an-514

notators, such as commonsense knowledge; there-515

fore, the model performs well in detecting those.516

Whereas, our model struggles with detecting event517

Figure 4: Feature weights towards each label in GRU
component of Event Detector (PREVIOUSONLY)

boundaries that are more subjective. 518

Predictive features By integrating a separate 519

feature-based classifier, the Event Boudary Detec- 520

tor model allows us to examine the model parame- 521

ters and determine features that are associated with 522

surprising, expected or no event boundaries. First, 523

we take the average of the GRU classifier weights 524

for each of the 10 cross-validated models. Then, 525

we plot these weights for each label in Figure 4, 526

and summarize the findings below. 527

Features that relate to commonsense relations: 528

oEffect, xEffect and Glucose Dim-6 529

(caused by) are most predictive of expected event 530

boundaries. This can indicate that events that are an 531

effect of/caused by a prior event can be expected by 532

annotators, as also noted by Graesser et al. (1981). 533

An example of an expected event boundary is “I 534

told her we could go for coffee sometime.”, as an 535

effect of “We had a good time together.” xNeed is 536

least indicative of surprising event boundaries. This 537

is likely because xNeed refers to what the subject 538

need to do before an activity, which is procedural 539

and unlikely to cause surprise. An example is “I 540

was grocery shopping a few weeks ago.” which is 541

needed before “I had purchased my items and was 542

leaving the store.” 543

Features that explain unlikely events Realis 544

is highest for surprising event boundaries, suggest- 545

ing that surprising event boundaries tend to con- 546

tain the most concrete event-words. Surprising 547

event boundaries also have the highest likelihood 548

when conditioned on the story topic (NLL_topic) 549

while expected events are highest when condi- 550

tioned based on the topic and the previous sentence 551
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(NLL_topic+prev). This suggests that surpris-552

ing events are often inline with the story topic but553

not with the previous sentence. Therefore, the low554

likelihood of transitioning between the previous555

and current sentence is a strong predictor of sur-556

prising event boundaries, in line with findings by557

Foster and Keane (2015) on how the difficulty of558

linking two adjacent events is an important factor559

in causing surprise.560

Features that explain changes in emotional561

valence Compared to sentences that contain no562

event boundaries, sentences that contain either ex-563

pected or surprising event boundaries have higher564

xReact and oReact, which are emotional re-565

sponses either by the subject or by others to an566

event. For example, this is the case for the surpris-567

ing and emotional event boundary "I remember it568

was like the 3rd or 4th game when something bad569

happened.." This suggests that event boundaries are570

more likely when a sentence is more emotionally571

charged, echoing work by Dunsmoor et al. (2018)572

on how event segmentation is particularly frequent573

when the emotion of fear is triggered.574

6 Comparison with Story Cloze Test575

To better understand how surprising event bound-576

aries relate to deviation from commonsense reason-577

ing, we compare our Event Boundary Detection578

Task to the ROC Story Cloze Test (Mostafazadeh579

et al., 2016). This Test involves identifying whether580

a candidate ending sentence follows commonsense581

(commonsense ending) or deviates from common-582

sense (nonsense ending) given the first four sen-583

tences of a short story. Deviation from common-584

sense reasoning is one factor that can cause surprise585

(Sap et al., 2019a) and therefore comparing our task586

to the ROC Story Cloze Test can allow us to poten-587

tially isolate deviations from commonsense from588

other factors that can cause surprise. The ROC589

Story Cloze Test dataset contains 3142 samples590

with 1571 commonsense endings and 1571 non-591

sense endings.3 We train a separate Event Bound-592

ary Detector model on the ROC Story Cloze Test,593

using the same experimental setup as for event594

boundary detection, except the loss function; we595

use the cross-entropy loss since only one label is596

available for each sample.4597

3We use the Winter 2018 version, which contains a dev
and a test set. As in previous work (Schwartz et al., 2017), we
train our model on the dev portion.

4Training takes 20 minutes on an Nvidia P100 GPU.

overall nonsense commonsense
F1 ending F1 ending F1

Event Detector w RoBERTa
- ALLTOCURRENT 87.9 87.8 88.0
- PREVIOUSONLY 87.6 87.3 87.8
- SEQUENTIAL 87.3 87.1 87.5

RoBERTa 87.7 87.6 87.8

Table 3: ROC Story Cloze Test

Performance of Event Detector on ROC Story 598

Cloze Test Compared to the Event Boundary De- 599

tection task, models perform significantly better on 600

the ROC Story Cloze Test (highest F1 = 78.0% vs. 601

87.9%, p < 0.001 based on a two-tailed t-test, as 602

observed in Tables 2 and 3). While the tasks are not 603

directly comparable due to the inherent subjectivity 604

of the Event Boundary Detection Task, the higher 605

performance on the ROC Story Cloze Test suggests 606

that identifying surprising, expected or no event 607

boundaries may be more challenging than iden- 608

tifying commonsense or nonsense endings. Our 609

commonsense and narrative features also do not 610

seem to significantly improve upon RoBERTa’s 611

performance in the ROC Story Cloze Test (+0.2% 612

F1). This indicates that detecting whether a story 613

ending follows commonsense can be effectively 614

approached using RoBERTa alone, making it rela- 615

tively easier to tackle. 616

7 Conclusion 617

We tackle the task of identifying event boundaries 618

in stories. We propose a model that combines pre- 619

dictions made using commonsense and narrative 620

features with a RoBERTa classifier. We found that 621

integrating commonsense and narrative features 622

can significantly improve the prediction of surpris- 623

ing event boundaries through detecting violations 624

to commonsense relations (especially relating to 625

the absence of causality), low likelihood events, 626

and changes in emotional valence. Our model is 627

capable in detecting event boundaries with high 628

annotator agreement but limited in detecting those 629

with lower agreement. Compared to identifying 630

commonsense and nonsense story endings in Story 631

Cloze Test, our task is found to be more challeng- 632

ing. Our results suggest that considering common- 633

sense knowledge and narrative features can be a 634

promising direction towards characterizing and de- 635

tecting event boundaries in stories. 636
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A Appendix875

A.1 Atomic relations training details876

We used the train/dev/test splits from the original877

Atomic dataset. Negative samples are created by878

matching a Atomic event node to a correspond-879

ing tail event node from another sample based880

on the relationship involved. Sepcifically, nega-881

tive sampling was performed on groups ([’xWant’,882

’oWant’, ’xNeed’, ’xIntent’],[’xReact’, ’oReact’,883

’xAttr’],[’xEffect’, ’oEffect’]) given that the tail884

event nodes in each group are more similar, creat-885

ing more discriminating negative samples, as in-886

spired by Sap et al. (2019b). One negative sample887

is introduced every nine positive samples, since888

there are nine labels. We used a learning rate of889

1e-4, batch size of 64, 8 epochs and AdamW op-890

timizer. Training took 18 hours on a Nvidia P100891

GPU.892

A.2 Glucose relations training details893

Because the Glucose dataset was not split initially,894

we randomly split the dataset into train/dev/test895

splits based on a 80/10/10 ratio. For each sample896

in Glucose, annotations share similar head event897

nodes in Dim-1 to 5 and similar tail event nodes898

in Dim-6 to 10. Therefore, our negative sampling899

strategy for Dim-1 to 5 involves randomly choosing900

a tail node from Dim-6 to 10 and vice-versa. As a901

result, one negative sample is introduced every five902

samples. During training, we used a learning rate903

of 1e-4, batch size of 64, 8 epochs and AdamW904

optimizer. Training took 15 hours on a Nvidia P100905

GPU.906

A.3 Realis training details907

We used the train/dev/test split from the Realis908

dataset. During training, we used the AdamW opti-909

mizer, a learning rate of 2e-5, 3 epochs and batch910

size of 4, as inspired by (Sap et al., 2020). Training911

took 1 hour on a Nvidia P100 GPU.912

A.4 Sequentiality experimental details913

GPT2-small was accessed from HuggingFace914

Transformers library and used without further fine-915

tuning. It has 125M parameters, a context window916

of 1024, hidden state dimension of 768, 12 heads917

and dropout of 0.1.918

A.5 SimGen experimental details919

We used the Turing-NLG model without further920

fine-tuning. The model has 17B and we used it921

with top-p sampling (top-p=0.85), temperature=1.0 922

and max sequence length of 64 tokens. MPnet- 923

base model was accessed from the Sentence-BERT 924

library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) and used 925

without further fine-tuning. 926

A.6 Event Boundary Detection Model 927

training details 928

AdamW optimizer was used with α = 5∗10−6, fol- 929

lowing a uniform search using F1 as the criterion at 930

intervals of {2.5, 5, 7.5, 10} ∗ 10n;−6 ≤ n ≤ −3. 931

Learning rate was linearly decayed (8 epochs) with 932

100 warm-up steps. Batch size of 16 was used. Val- 933

idation was done every 0.25 epochs during training. 934

Training each model took around 30 minutes on an 935

Nvidia P100 GPU. 936
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